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ABSTRACT

People who need a liver transplant must choose a hospital at which the transplant will be

performed.  The United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) allocates organs to patients based

on patient characteristics and assumes all hospitals have equal skill.  The question for a patient

thus becomes, which hospital to choose?  This thesis investigates whether the differences in

liver transplant survival rates for hospitals are a result of differences in patients and/or

differences in hospital-specific criteria.

The findings in this thesis show that most of the differences in hospital survival rates are due to

patient characteristics, and that, while not conclusive, hospital characteristics may have an

impact on survival rates.  However, the variable that is most significant to survival rates is the

cold ischemic time, or transportation time of the organ.  These results suggest that policies to

allocate organs nationally are not optimal.
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IS THE PROBABILITY OF SURVIVAL FOR A LIVER TRANSPLANT DEPENDENT ON THE

PATIENT’S CHOICE OF HOSPITAL?

I. INTRODUCTION:

TRANSPLANT HOSPITAL SELECTION

When a patient finds out that he or she is experiencing organ failure, the patient’s doctor

recommends that the patient becomes “a candidate” for an organ transplant.  Once the patient

decides to pursue a transplant, the patient must decide at which hospital, or hospitals, to

register for the transplant procedure.  The decision to register at a specific hospital is one that is

not made lightly.  A successful transplant means survival.

The transplant procedure is expensive and requires a commitment to take extremely costly anti-

rejection medicine for the rest of the patient’s life.  Hospitals that accept a patient’s registration

do so after determining that the patient can afford the entire procedure, (pre-operation

evaluations, surgery, post-operation evaluations, etc.), as well as the medications, before the

patient is placed on the transplant waiting list.  Hospitals typically consider any combination of

private insurance, Medicare, other government payment, and other sources as part of the

patient’s ability to afford the transplant and the costs associated with recovery and maintenance.

Table 1 gives a breakdown, by payment source and organ, for how patients have been

financing their transplants.  As seen in the table, the majority of kidney transplants are paid for

by Medicare; however, the majority of liver and heart transplants are paid for by private

insurance.

TABLE 1:  Payment Sources for Different Types of Organ Transplants

Payment Source Kidney Liver Heart

Private Insurance 35.4% 61% 56.1%

Medicare 52.7% 11.5% 19.1%

Other Government 6.5% 20% 7.5%

Other 5.4% 7.5% 11.6%

Source:  UNOS Scientific Registry data, October 1, 1998, Table 2.
http://www.unos.org/frame_Default.asp?Category=About
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Unlike markets where market demand and supply equilibrate through a competitive pricing

mechanism, the organ “market” is in a perennial state of excess demand for organs.  Indeed,

the "supply of organs” does not result from a marginal cost/supply function where the quantity

supplied is a function of the price of the organ and the factor prices of inputs derived under profit

maximization.  The quantity of viable organs at any given time is necessarily stochastic and

depends completely upon the availability of donor organs.  This “market” is better characterized

by a “disequilibrium” with federal statutes preventing organs from going to the highest bidder.  In

lieu of the traditional market mechanism, society depends upon institutional mechanisms to

ensure market efficiency and equity.  The United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) is a

private, not-for-profit charitable membership organization, located in Richmond, Virginia that

encompasses every transplant program, Organ Procurement Organization (OPO), and tissue

typing laboratory in the US.1  It assumes the responsibility to act on behalf of society at large.  It

seeks to provide organs in a responsible and efficient manner to those best able to use them.

Before the UNOS system is examined, let us begin by exploring what constitutes “Consumer

Theory” in the case of transplants.  A patient’s demand for a transplant is of course almost

perfectly inelastic;2 the patient either finds sources for payment, or dies.  As a result, the price

an individual hospital charges for a transplant is not necessarily a determining factor in the

patient’s choice of a transplant center.3   Additionally, individuals cannot “buy” an organ at a

market price.  This thesis asks the question, “How does the patient choose to register at a

particular hospital, particularly if there are multiple hospitals from which to choose?”  Clearly, the

patient’s choice is guided by information from his or her doctor.

Ultimately the following question is asked, “Do the survival rates at individual hospitals, the

number of transplants performed at the hospitals, the location of the hospitals, the hospital’s

                                                  
1 UNOS Web Site: http://www.unos.org/frame_Default.asp?Category=About

2 Complete price insensitivity is not entirely true because patients do have to show some sort of
payment method.  The price insensitivity begins after the patient has determined that he/she has
sufficient funds to progress in the listing process.  However, if the price continues to rise while on the
waiting list, the patient may need to re-evaluate his/her payment situation and may become more
price sensitive.

3 The actual prices charged by hospitals for transplants are generally not available for patients to use
in their decision making.  Furthermore, the actual price is difficult to determine because each
transplant is different for each patient in terms of costs for surgical time, costs for potential
complications, and costs for drugs, etc.
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amenities, and the support systems available in the area (e.g., family and friends) affect the

patient’s decision?”  If they do, are we able to quantify the extent to which they affect the

patient’s choice?  If so, the results of this study could contribute to hospitals having a better

understanding of how patients appear to make these life and death decisions, which might

effectively show how a hospital should evaluate how best to expand, or contract, its transplant

services.  It may also serve as a guide to measuring hospital transplant efficiency.  Finally, the

results from this analysis may also show policy makers how best to allocate organs and manage

transplant programs.

One can make the argument that the survival rate of the hospital should be the most important

factor in the patient’s decision making process, but the survival rate itself is necessarily

stochastic, and affected by two prominent sets of factors:  patient health prior to the transplant

and hospital characteristics.  Patient composition is important because one would expect a

hospital that performs transplants on more difficult patients to have a lower survival rate (e.g.,

those extremely old, those extremely young, or those who have a higher medical urgency).

From the individual patient’s perspective, however, the patient’s condition is essentially

exogenous; a pre-condition over which the patient has little control.  The second factor is the

hospital characteristics (e.g., teaching status, hospital location, hospital size, staff size).

Separating these factors becomes an important part in understanding the typical patient’s

choice, of which the latter is more subject to the issue of choice.

UNITED NETWORK FOR ORGAN SHARING

To better understand the organ donation and transplant process, a clear understanding of the

UNOS is needed.  The Mission Statement of UNOS is, “To advance organ availability and

transplantation by uniting and supporting its communities for the benefit of patients through

education, technology and policy development.”4  To achieve its mission, UNOS:

•  maintains the nation’s organ transplant list;

•  coordinates the matching and distribution of donated organs to waiting patients;

•  establishes required quality standards and administers quality assurance programs for

all US organ transplant programs;

                                                  
4 UNOS Web Site: http://www.unos.org/frame_Default.asp?Category=About
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•  develops equitable policies that maximize the limited supply of organs and gives all

patients a fair chance at receiving an organ regardless of age, sex, race, lifestyle,

financial or social status;

•  manages the world’s most comprehensive medical database and publishes consumer

health data;

•  serves as a national educational resource for information regarding organ procurement

and transplant; and

•  aggressively promotes organ donation.

In short, one cannot receive, or donate, an organ without UNOS’ involvement.

ORGAN ALLOCATION

When an organ becomes available through an Organ Procurement Organization (OPO), the

transplant coordinator from the OPO contacts the Organ Center at UNOS.5  The Organ Center

then processes all the clinical and geographical location information about the donor through a

program used to match donors to recipients based upon objective medical criteria for each type

of organ.6  The program then generates a list of potential recipients ranked according to the

medical criteria.  Next, the transplant coordinator contacts the transplant surgeon for the top

listed patient, and the transplant surgeon determines if the patient will be a good candidate for a

transplant based on the patient’s laboratory tests.  If the lab results show that the patient’s

immune system is likely to reject the organ, the surgeon will not accept the organ, and the

transplant coordinator will proceed to contact the surgeon of the next-listed patient.7

                                                  

5 The Organ Center is the centralized computer network linking all OPOs and hospital transplant
centers.

6 The medical criteria include blood type, tissue type, size of organ, medical urgency, time spent on
the waiting list, and distance between donor and recipient.  Criteria requirements differ for each
organ.  For example, livers and kidneys are both matched based on blood type and size; however,
kidneys must also match with tissue type.

7 UNOS Web Site: http://www.unos.org/frame_Default.asp?Category=About
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II.  STATEMENT OF PROBLEM:

Because UNOS maintains that it allocates organs based solely on patient characteristics and

not by hospital skill, this implies UNOS assumes all hospitals have equal skill.8  If hospitals

differ, and do affect the survival rates, this suggests that UNOS’s allocation process is not

optimal because UNOS gives organs to hospitals with lower probabilities of survival than others.

For example, there may be two similar patients, each one at a hospital with different

probabilities of survival.  If UNOS gives the organ to the patient registered at the hospital with a

lower survival probability, then an optimal patient-hospital combination has not occurred.

As seen by the allocation process, there is already a built-in pre-selection bias regarding

survival rates because the patients who receive the organs have been evaluated to have some

likelihood of being a successful transplant patient.9  However, not all patients who receive a

transplant are equal in terms of age, race, gender, or medical urgency.  Therefore, patient

composition must be investigated in order to examine the differences in survival rates among

hospitals.

However, if survival rates at hospitals are not equal after controlling for patient composition,

then what explains the differences?  Are the differences due to hospital specific characteristics

such as teaching status, size of the hospital, or experience (e.g., total number of transplants

performed, or the annual number of transplants performed)?  Is a patient’s probability of survival

from a liver transplant dependent on the patient’s choice of hospital?  Fortunately, these

questions may be partially addressed using a multivariate model with minimal assumptions.

                                                  

8  Federal law requires transplant centers to belong to the Organ Procurement Transplant Network
(OPTN) and abide by its rules to be eligible to receive Medicare and Medicaid funds.  Among other
things, the OPTN establishes membership criteria and medical criteria for organ allocation.
Therefore, it can be assumed that there is at least a minimum standard of criteria for a hospital to
perform organs transplants.  The OPTN is administered by UNOS.  (http://www.unos.org/
frame_Default.asp?Category=About).

9  However, such a selection bias affects all hospitals and thus, should not bias the survival rate
estimates in this analysis.
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III.  HYPOTHESIS:

Suppose that the factors, determining the survival rates associated with the patient composition

of a given hospital, is a vector X = {X1,…,Xn}.  Assume that a patient chooses from a finite

number of hospitals i = 1, 2,…, p and that the characteristics of each hospital i are reflected as

Yi = {Yi1,…,Yim}.  The patient chooses a specific hospital, hospital k, and the probability of

survival, P(S), from hospital k is expressed as:

P(S | X,Yk) = f (X,Yk) (Eq. 1)

We assume that a patient would choose hospital k over any other hospital i if

P(S | X,Yk) > P(S | X,Yi, i ≠ k) (Eq. 2)

Naturally, one would expect survival rates between hospitals to differ due to patient differences,

such that ∂P(S) / ∂X ≠ 0.  However, because hospitals have different resources, it is also

reasonable to think that ∂P(S) / ∂Y ≠ 0.  Yet, the way that organs are allocated among hospitals

relies on the assumption that all hospitals provide an equal probability of survival, given a

patient’s specific characteristics, or that ∂P(S) / ∂Y = 0.

This thesis will examine whether or not hospital characteristics have any impact on the

probability of survival for a liver transplant patient.  If the results find that some hospitals do

provide a patient better probabilities of survival, and if resources are perfectly mobile, then one

would expect patients to migrate toward those hospitals, and away from hospitals with lower

probabilities of survival.10  Furthermore, UNOS, in the attempt to be “equitable” and disseminate

the organs across many hospitals without regard to the hospitals’ measured performances, may

create a sub-optimal allocation of organs.  Ultimately, the choice of having a few transplant

centers with hundreds of patients rather than many transplant centers with a few patients should

be determined on the basis of efficiency and performance.

                                                  

10 Free mobility implies that all patients can choose from all hospitals and that all hospitals can
accommodate the universe of patients.
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IV.  PRESENTATION OF THE MODEL:

THE THEORETICAL MODEL

The dependent variable in this model is the survival rate.  Since it is impossible for a survival

rate to be less than 0%, or greater than 100%, the survival rate equation must be bound by 0%

and 100%.  Thus, for the theoretical model to be consistent with the notion of a survival rate, the

model is linearly transformed using a logarithmic transformation.  Such a transformation

appropriately bounds the dependent variable.  As a result, the survival rate equation becomes:

P(S) = eXβ + YΓ / (1+ eXβ + YΓ) (Eq. 3)

Using a procedure described by Theil (Principles of Econometrics, 1971, p., 632) we can re-

write this logistics function as:

ln (P(S)/(1-P(S))) = Xβ + YΓ ((Eq. 4)

where the left hand side of (4) is referred to as the “logit” of survival.  We can estimate the β and

Γ vectors if we assume an additive error term that includes all other determinants of P(S) other

than X and Y.

ln(P(S)/(1-P(S))) = Xβ +  YΓ + u (Eq. 5)

One should note that after the transformation of Eq. 3, Eq. 5 is not bound between 0% and

100%.

THE DATA SOURCES

The data for this thesis come from two independent sources:  The United Network for Organ

Sharing’s 1997 Report of Center Specific Graft and Patient Survival Rates and the American

Hospital Association’s 1991 Annual Survey.

United Network for Organ Sharing’s (UNOS) 1997 Report of Center Specific Graft and

Patient Survival Rates.11  This report provides information at the transplant center, or hospital,

level for each type of organ transplant.  The data include information such as the number of

transplants performed; the number of patients; the actual and expected short-term (3-month and

                                                  

11 Graft survival rates are the survival rates associated with the organ, not the patient.  For example,
a patient may have multiple transplants, therefore the hospital’s graft survival rate will be lower than
the hospital’s patient survival rate.
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1-year)12 and long-term (3-year) survival rates for patients and grafts; and patient composition.

Short-term survival rates (3-month and 1-year) are available for the time period January 1, 1988

through April 30, 1994.  Ideally, individual patient level data would be used; however, they are

unavailable and therefore aggregated patient-level data are used.

American Hospital Association’s (AHA) 1991 Annual Survey.  This survey is published

annually and provides nominal information (i.e., name, address, city, state, zip, phone, etc.) for

every hospital in addition to hospital characteristics such as average daily census (the average

number of inpatients each day); inpatient days; staffed beds; metropolitan statistical city size;

specialties within the hospital; type of management control; and educational and religious

affiliations.

THE EMPIRICAL MODEL

Liver transplants are used in this analysis because they are the least complicated organ to

match a recipient with a donor.  This should increase the reliability of the model by accounting

for some factors that would otherwise appear in the error terms.  By requiring only blood type

and organ size, tissue-typing issues are eliminated.  For example, as mentioned earlier, a

kidney transplant requires matching based on blood type, size and tissue type.  However, there

are six different tissue typing factors used in matching kidneys and while only one is required, it

is better to match as many tissue factors as possible.  Differences in tissue type matching may

affect survival rates; however, since the data do not detail information about the donor and

recipient matches, there could be some extra noise in the data that cannot be explained.

The probability of survival for a liver transplant at a given transplant center is a function of

patient composition and hospital characteristics. The estimation for each hospital i is,

P (Si) = f (%0-5i, %65+i, %WHITEi, %MALEi, %HOMEi, %HOSPi, %ICUONLSi, %PREVTPi,

AVGCOLDISi, BEDTOTi, #PATSi, TOTTPi, 94YTDESTi) + ui.      (Eq. 6)

These variables are discussed below, along with their sources.

                                                  

12 Although expected survival rates are available, only actual survival data were used for this
analysis.
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Dependent Variable:

•  P(S) (patient survival) – One-year survival data come from the 1997 UNOS Report

calculated as the actual one-year survival rate for liver transplants performed at each

hospital over the time period 1988 through 1994.

Independent Variables:

•  %0-5, %65+ (patient age) – Patient age data come from the 1997 UNOS Report.  One might

expect hospitals with extremely high percentages of children to have lower survival rates

because of the difficulty in performing transplants  on children.  One also may expect

hospitals with large populations of older patients to have low survival rates.  To better test

the impact of age on survival rates, two variables have been created.  In this model, the

percentage of patients between ages 0 and 5 and the percentage of patients 65 and older

are used.

•  %WHITE (race) – The racial composition of a transplant center’s patients is also from the

1997 UNOS Report.  In the report, there are six categories for the transplant recipient’s

race:  white, black, Hispanic, Asian, other, and not reported.  Because it is difficult to get any

meaningful representation for black, Hispanic or Asian patients individually, the percentage

of white patients is used, with all other non-whites equal to 1 - %WHITE.

•  %MALE (sex) – The 1997 UNOS Report provides gender information for all of the transplant

centers’ patients.  In the model, the percentage of male patients is used, with the female

percentage equal to 1 - %MALE.

•  %HOME, %HOSP, %ICUONLS (patient sickness level) – According to the 1997 UNOS

Report, there are four levels of sickness for which a patient may be classified and an

unknown category for patients whose sickness level was not recorded.  They are, in order of

sickest to healthiest:  in the intensive care unit on life support (%ICUONLS); in the intensive

care unit not on life support (%ICUNOLS); hospitalized but not in the intensive care unit

(%HOSP); not hospitalized (%HOME); and unknown (%UNKNOWN).

The sum of these five categories equals 100%; thus one must be dropped during estimation

to prevent estimation errors due to perfect multicollinearity.  Because there is no reason to

believe that patients in the unknown category are at all similar, any estimated coefficient for

this category will be difficult to interpret.  Additionally, only five hospitals have any patients

reported in the unknown category and of those, only two report unknown percentages

greater than 1 percent.  Thus there is insufficient variation with this variable to glean any

meaningful interpretation from it.  Therefore, %UNKNOWN has been dropped.  However,

because the percentages associated with the %UNKNOWN variable accounts for such a
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small percentage of patients, we must remove the multicollinearity present in the remaining

observations.  As a result, %ICUNOLS also has been removed from the analysis.

It is expected that as the percent of home patients increases at a hospital, the survival rates

should also increase.  This is because they are the least sick of the transplant patients.  One

also might expect %HOSP to contribute to higher survival rates because it compares those

in the hospital with those who are in the ICU.  Finally, the expected sign for the estimated

coefficient for %ICUONLS should be negative, because it represents the sickest patients of

the transplant population at the hospital.

•  %PREVTP (previous transplant indicator) – The number of patients who have had a

previous liver transplant comes from the 1997 UNOS Report, and this percentage is used in

the analysis.  Because some patients’ bodies reject their liver transplants, those patients

may receive another one.  It is reasonable to assume that these patients may be more

difficult perform another transplant on, since their bodies are unaccepting of their current

transplant.  Thus this variable also serves as an indicator of patient sickness, or an indicator

of an unobserved patient-specific effect, and is worth controlling for in the estimation of the

model.  It is expected that the estimated coefficient to this variable should be negative,

meaning that the higher the percentage of patients in this category, the lower the probability

of survival should be.

•  AVGCOLDIS (organ transportation) – These data come from the 1997 UNOS Report, and

this variable is neither a pure patient characteristic, nor a pure hospital characteristic.  Cold

ischemic time is the period of time for which the liver is out of the donor’s body and not yet

transplanted into the recipient’s body.  UNOS reports these data in six time period

categories:  0-5 hours, 6-10 hours, 11-15 hours, 16-20 hours, 21+ hours, and not reported.

To consolidate this information, AVGCOLDIS is calculated as a weighted average using the

midpoints of each time period.13  For example, the midpoint of the time period 6-10 hours is

8 hours; therefore all transplanted livers with a cold ischemic time between 6 to 10 hours are

counted as if the actual cold ischemic time is 8 hours.  Not reported data do not enter the

calculation.  It is expected that as the average cold ischemic time increases, the survival

rates will decrease.

                                                  

13 Also, the highest category “21+ hours” lists no upper bound.  Therefore the average cold ischemic
time “midpoint” for this category is considered to be 21 hours.
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•  BDTOT (hospital size) – These data come from the AHA 1991 Annual Survey and provide a

count of the total number of inpatient beds in the hospital.14  This variable is used as an

indicator of the effect of hospital size on the probability of survival.

•  #PATS (patient count) – All patient data comes from the 1997 UNOS Report.  The number

of liver transplant patients at a hospital is less than or equal to the number of liver

transplants performed by that hospital.  This is because some patients will receive more

than one liver transplant due to organ rejection.  This variable has been included to

determine if the number of patients at a hospital affects the survival rates differently than the

number of transplants performed by the hospital.

•  94YTDEST (average number of liver transplants per year of service) – This variable is a

calculation based on the 1997 UNOS Report, which gives a total for the number of liver

transplants performed for each year that a hospital performs liver transplants.  It is included

to look at the average annual number of liver transplants performed by the hospital and is

meant to help distinguish any effects that years of service, versus total number of

transplants, has on a hospital’s survival rates.15  Any years for which a hospital did not

perform a liver transplant have been excluded from the calculation, so long as it is not

considered a break in service, but rather that the center was closed.  For example, a

transplant center within a hospital may not have been in operation until 1990, two years after

the start of the covered time period.  Similarly, a transplant center may have ceased

performing transplants in 1992, rather than continue through the end of the time period.

Furthermore, because the data for 1994 does not incorporate the entire year, 1994 is

considered to be a half-year in the average.  As the average increases, it is expected that

the survival rates will increase as well.

•  TOTTP (transplant count) – This data comes from the 1997 UNOS Report, and reflects the

number of liver transplants performed by the hospital during the entire time period.  Due to

rejection of the liver by some patients, this number will always be greater than or equal to

                                                  

14  One hospital had incomplete data in the 1991 survey, so the 1993 survey was used instead.

15 Example 1, there may be two hospitals with each having performed 50 transplants.  If one has
only been in operation for 2 years and the other has been in operation for 5 years, does the hospital
with the higher annual average have a higher probability of survival than the hospital with the lower
average?  Example 2, there may be two hospitals that have the same annual average number of
transplants, does it matter if one has been performing transplants longer than the other?
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the number of liver transplant patients at the hospital.16  It is hypothesized that as the total

number of liver transplants performed in the hospital increases, the hospital’s survival rates

will increase.

•  TEACH (teaching status) – This variable is from the AHA 1991 Annual Survey and going to

be used to indicate whether a hospital is considered a teaching hospital by means of

affiliation with a university hospital, or a certification to train medical residents.  However,

because only one hospital in the sample is not considered to be a teaching hospital under

the definition given above, this variable has been excluded from the analysis.

Thus the equation estimated is:

ln(P(Si)/(1 – P(Si)) = β0 + (β1 ∗  %0-5i ) + (β2  ∗ %65+i ) + (β3  ∗ WHITEi ) + (β4  ∗ %MALEi ) +

(β5  ∗ %HOMEi ) + (β6 ∗ %HOSPi ) + (β7 ∗ %ICUONLSi )  +  (β8  ∗ %PREV

TPi )  + (β9  ∗ AVGCOLDISi ) + (Γ1  ∗ BDTOTi )  + (Γ2  ∗ #PATSi ) + (Γ3  ∗  

94YTDESTi ) + (Γ4 ∗ TOTTPi)+ uI (Eq. 7)

Where the variables assigned to β1 through β9 are considered to be patient characteristics and

the variables assigned to Γ1 through Γ4 are considered to be hospital characteristics.

                                                  

16  Ibid.
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V. DATA STATISTICS:

Table 2 below lists the dependent variable and all independent variables used in this analysis.

The table also provides the maximum (100% quartile), 75% quartile, median (50% quartile),

25% quartile, minimum (0% quartile), and mean for each variable.

TABLE 2:  Descriptive Statistics, Number of Observations:  96

Variable MAX 75% Q MEDIAN 25% Q MIN MEAN

P(S) 100% 84.4% 78.4% 70.8% 26.9% 75.7%

% 0-5 100% 17.3% 1.5% 0.0% 0.0% 14.8%

% 65+ 8.3% 3.9% 1.2% 0.0% 0.0% 2.1%

%WHITE 100% 87.6% 77.9% 66.9% 6.7% 76.1%

%MALE 100% 60.7% 54.5% 49.6% 15.4% 56.4%

%HOME 100% 69.5% 59.1% 46.3% 22.2% 58.1%

%HOSP 55.6% 23.0% 17.0% 11.9% 0.0% 18.4%

%ICUONLS 38.5% 21.1% 14.3% 8.4% 0.0% 14.8%

%PREVTP 100% 13.9% 9.5% 6.5% 0.0% 11.3%

AVGCOLDIS (hours) 14.36 11.84 10.56 9.37 4.04 10.44

BDTOT (beds) 1,386 785 586 340 50 582

#PATS (patients) 1,934 167 78 23 1 150

94YTDEST (transplants) 361 29 16 7 1 29

TOTTP (transplants) 2,283 178 84 26 1 170
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VI. MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

ASSUMPTIONS WHEN USING ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES

In order to perform a classical linear regression model with ordinary least squares (OLS),

several assumptions must be made.17  The first is that the dependent variable is a linear

function of a specified set of independent variables and an error term, ln(P(Si)/(1-P(Si)) = β0 +

Σ (βjXji + ΓkYki) ui.  The second assumption is that the expected value of the error term is zero,

E(ui)=0.  The next requirement is that the errors have uniform variance and are uncorrelated

with each other, E(uiuj) = 0 if i ≠ j, and E(uiuj) = σ2 if i = j.  The fourth assumption is that the

observations on the independent variables are considered fixed in repeated samples.  Finally,

the fifth assumption is that there is not perfect multicollinearity between independent variables;

however, any lack of orthogonality will affect the estimates of standard errors and statistical

tests.  If any of these are violated, the estimation will give biased and/or inefficient estimates.

The original data set and the regression result printouts, which are discussed below, can be

found in Appendices A and B, respectively.

R SQUARED VALUES

R2 is a measurement used to state the amount of variation in the dependent variable, the

logarithmically transformed one-year survival rate, ln(P(S)/(1-P(S))), which is explained by the

independent variables (%0-5, TOTTP, etc.).  R2 values are between 0 and 1.  Values closer to 1

mean that the model explains more of the variation in the dependent variable than values closer

to zero.  For this model, the R2 value is 0.31.  The estimated regression appears to explain

nearly one-third of the variation in the transformed dependent variable.  It may well mean that

additional X and Y variables, for which we do not have data, are important determinants of the

transformed dependent variable.  We cannot be certain that such excluded variables will not be

correlated with those that we do have and consequently the least squares estimators may

exhibit bias.

                                                  

17 The list of assumptions comes from Peter Kennedy’s A Guide to Econometrics, MIT Press:
Cambridge, MA, 1998, page 45.
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T TEST RESULTS

T tests are useful in determining the importance of one regressor in predicting the dependent

variable.18  With t tests, the null hypothesis is that the estimated coefficient for a variable is zero,

β j =0, given the five conditions mentioned above.  If the t test shows that the estimated

coefficient is statistically significant, the null hypothesis is rejected and one can have some

confidence that the variable has explanatory power, assuming the above five conditions are

met.  If the t statistic shows that the estimated coefficient is not significantly different from zero

for a given significance level, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.  Table 3 has the 1-year

survival equation with the appropriate coefficient estimates and t statistics for a two-tailed test.

                                                  

18 This is also called single null hypothesis testing.
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TABLE 3:  1 Year Survival Regression Results

Variable Estimated β, Γ Standard Error T Statistic

%0-5 1.5340 2.5110 0.6109

%65+  ( * ) - 36.5958 24.5264 - 1.4921

%WHITE  ( ** ) - 6.0083 3.2309 - 1.8596

%MALE   ( ** ) 7.4301 3.6992 2.0086

%HOME  ( * ) 10.5319 7.1046 1.4824

%HOSP 9.7359 8.5143 1.1435

%ICUONLS -3.7250 8.4221 - 0.4423

%PREVTP - 1.8279 4.4791 - 0.4081

AVGCOLDIS  ( ** ) - 0.7883 0.2877 - 2.7405

BDTOT 0.0001 0.0018 0.0681

#PATS - 0.0392 0.0487 - 0.8063

94YTDEST 0.1428 0.1721 0.8295

TOTTP 0.0134 0.0524 0.2549

* Significant at 20%

** Significant at 10%

See Appendix B for more details.

As seen in Table 3, there are five variables significant at the 20% level, of which three are

additionally significant at 10%.  The remaining eight variables that are not significant at a 20%

level.  The five variables that have significant t statistics are the percentage of patients 65 or

older (%65+); the percentage of white patients (%WHITE); the percentage of male patients

(%MALE); average cold ischemic time (AVGCOLDIS); and the percentage of patients living at

home immediately prior to transplant (%HOME).
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The estimated coefficient for %65+ has a negative sign, indicating that as a hospital’s

percentage of patients age 65 or older increases, transformed survival rates decrease.19  These

results make intuitive sense, because older patients are considered to be riskier patients to

transplant.

The variable %WHITE is significant at a 10% significance level.  The coefficient for %WHITE

has a negative sign, meaning that as the percentage of white patients increases at a hospital,

the survival rates for that hospital decrease.  It is hard to determine why the sign of the

coefficient for this variable is negative and whether this is reasonable.  Recall that the sample

population in this analysis uses only insured patients.  Thus, it is possible that the non-white

insured population is less sick than the white insured population, which may be the case if fewer

non-whites have insurance than whites.  If that is true, there may be a bias towards having more

healthy non-white patients in the sample than white patients and the survival rates for whites

may appear lower than for non-whites.

The variable %MALE has a positive coefficient and is significant at a 5% significance level.

Similar to the %WHITE variable, it is hard to determine why the survival rate for a hospital

increases as the percentage of male patients increases.

%HOME is significant at the 20% level with a positive coefficient.  The result for this variable

agrees with earlier predictions because as the percentage of home-living transplant patients at a

given hospital increases, the hospital has an increase in comparatively healthier patients, which

should allow for higher survival rates.

AVGCOLDIS shows the strongest t statistic and is significant at a 1% significance level.

Furthermore, since the estimated coefficient has a negative sign, it means that as the

transportation time for the liver increases, survival likelihood decreases.  This intuitively makes

sense, but is even more important for its possible policy implications.  There has been much

debate throughout the transplant community and in Congress to nationalize the organ transplant

list so that the sickest person in the country would be given first choice for the available organs,

                                                  
19 Because the estimation is performed using a log transformation of survival rates (see Eq. 3
through Eq. 5 for the transformation), the estimated coefficients technically refer to the transformed
survival rates.  However, the transformation is monotonic, and therefore the signs of the estimated
coefficients have the same direction and effect on actual survival rates. In the following analysis,
survival rates are discussed rather than transformed survival rates.
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even if it means flying organs or patients across the country, rather than trying to use the organs

locally first.  This finding suggests that a national system may not provide for an optimal

distribution of valuable livers.

According to the t statistics, there are eight variables for which we cannot reject the null

hypothesis.  They are:  %0-5, %HOSP, %ICUONLS, %PREVTP, BDTOT, #PATS, 94YTDEST

and TOTTP.  Some of these results are surprising.  For example, one would expect a hospital to

become better at performing liver transplants as the number of transplants performed increases.

This would result in higher survival rates and imply that a learning effect was occurring.

However, while the signs for TOTTP (total transplants performed) and 94YTDEST (average

annual number of transplants performed) are positive, they have quite low t statistics.  One

would expect the number of transplants and the total number of patients to have a similar

“learning effect” that would show up in the survival rates.  Furthermore, even though #PATS

(total number of patients) is not statistically significant, the sign of the estimated coefficient is

negative.  A few things can be inferred from this.  One is that there may be a joint effect

between these variables, and that neither one individually explains the data very well.  Another

point may be the possibility of multicollinearity between these variables.  When multicollinearity

is present, the t-statistics will be biased downward.  This happens because each variable is

competing with the other to explain similar influences on survival rates making it difficult to

separate the effects of each individually.  Discussed below are both the tests for joint

hypotheses and multicollinearity that have been performed.

The low t statistic for %0-5 (percentage of patients less than 5 years) indicates that the number

of very young patients at a hospital has little, if any impact on survival rates.  Its positive sign

implies that an increase in very young patients, relative to patients over age 6, increases

survival rates.

%PREVTP (percent of patients who have had a previous transplant) also has a low t statistic;

however, the negative sign on its estimated coefficient allows for the interpretation that patients

who have had at least one transplant are more difficult cases and negatively impact the survival

rates.

It is interesting to note that %HOME (percent of patients at home immediately before transplant)

is significant and has a positive estimated coefficient; however, %HOSP (percent of patients in

the hospital but not in the ICU prior to transplant) and %ICUONLS (percent of patients in the
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ICU on life support before transplant) have been found to be insignificant.  As mentioned earlier,

the percent of patients in the ICU not on life support have been excluded from the regression.

While the t statistics for %HOSP and %ICUONLS are not statistically significant, the signs of

their estimated coefficients are consistent with expectations.  To interpret the signs, one must

remember to compare the sign with respect to the variable that has been excluded,

%ICUNOLS, the percent of patients in the ICU not on life support.  Clearly, patients in the

hospital that are not in the ICU are healthier than those in the ICU.  Thus as expected, the sign

of the estimated coefficient for %HOSP is positive.  Similarly, patients in the ICU on life support

are sicker than patients in the ICU not on life support, and as expected, the estimated coefficient

is negative.

Finally, the insignificant t statistic for BDTOT (number of beds in the hospital) implies that the

size of the hospital that houses the transplant center does not matter.  However, there may be

other measurements for hospital size, such as total revenue, or the number of doctors and/or

nurses on staff that could lead to a different conclusion.  Regardless, the bottom line is that

hospital size, as measured by bed total, appears to be irrelevant in determining survival rates.

MULTICOLLINEARITY TESTING

When an exact linear relationship is found between two variables in a data set, perfect

multicolinearity exists.  The matrix of independent variables is singular, and cannot be inverted.

While this occurrence is rarely found in real data, the presence of multicollinearity, or an

approximate linear relationship, between variables is not uncommon at all.20  The problem with

multicollinearity is that the variances of the estimated coefficients of the collinear variables

become large.  One way to look for multicollinearity is to examine a correlation matrix of the

variables.  Table 4 below provides this correlation matrix to see if any of the variables that are

used in the model appear to have a strong linear relationship with one another.

                                                  

20 It is important to note, that there does not have to be any actual or theoretical relationship between
the regressors; only the existence of an approximate relationship in the data.
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TABLE 4:  Correlation Matrix

%0-5 %65+ %WHITE %MALE %Home %Hosp %ICUonLS %PrevTP AvgColdIS bdtot #PATS 94YTDest TotTP
%0-5 1.000
%65+ (0.348) 1.000
%WHITE (0.162) 0.153 1.000
%MALE (0.155) 0.038 0.108 1.000
%Home (0.258) (0.122) 0.094 0.176 1.000
%Hosp (0.094) 0.142 (0.148) (0.163) (0.666) 1.000
%ICUonLS 0.211 0.055 (0.094) (0.066) (0.662) 0.123 1.000
%PrevTP 0.151 (0.031) (0.052) 0.035 (0.240) (0.039) 0.402 1.000
AvgColdIS 0.091 (0.054) 0.043 0.032 (0.222) 0.064 0.232 0.224 1.000
bdtot (0.369) 0.321 0.210 (0.014) (0.017) 0.119 (0.017) (0.052) 0.082 1.000
#PATS (0.087) 0.500 0.053 (0.108) (0.240) 0.153 0.207 0.093 0.110 0.290 1.000
94YTDest (0.092) 0.500 0.043 (0.108) (0.246) 0.159 0.212 0.097 0.127 0.280 0.997 1.000
TotTP (0.080) 0.494 0.048 (0.105) (0.252) 0.156 0.217 0.104 0.110 0.285 0.999 0.998 1.000

As seen in Table 4, there is almost perfect correlation between #PATS and 94YTDEST; TOTTP and 94YTDEST; and TOTTP and

#PATS.  These results are not surprising due to the similarities in what they represent, the inconsistent expected signs of the

estimated coefficients, and the insignificance of the variables with the t tests.
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Some of the easiest ways to correct for multicollinearity are to drop one of the correlated

variables, or to incorporate more information into the model, so long as the additional

information (i.e., additional data) reduces the multicollinearity associated with the variables.

Another possible correction is to use a principal component by creating a composite index that

can represent the group of variables by itself.21  To correct for the multicollinearity in this

analysis, two of the three collinear variables, #PATS and TOTTP, have been dropped.  Instead

of using these variables independently, they have been utilized in the creation of a principal

component.  This new variable is equal to #PATS / TOTTP and represents the efficiency of a

hospital in successfully transplanting its patients.22  As the ratio approaches one, the total

number of transplants approaches the total number of patients and the hospital can be

considered to be more efficient because it is re-transplanting fewer patients, thereby using fewer

organs.  The larger the difference between the total number of transplants and the total number

of patients, the less efficient the hospital is in successfully transplanting its patients the first time.

The new model thus becomes:

ln(P(Si)/(1 – P(Si)) = β0 + (β1 ∗  %0-5i ) + (β2  ∗ %65+i ) + (β3  ∗ WHITEi ) + (β4  ∗ %MALEi ) +

(β5  ∗ %HOMEi ) + (β6 ∗ %HOSPi ) + (β7 ∗ %ICUONLSi )  +  (β8  ∗ %PREV

TPi )  + (β9  ∗  AVGCOLDISi ) + (Γ1  ∗ BDTOTi )  + (Γ2  ∗ 94YTDESTi ) +     

(Γ3  ∗ #PATS/ TOTTPi)+ uI (Eq. 8)

Table 5 lists the estimated coefficients and t statistics for regression of Eq. 8, the regression

with a multicollinearity correction.  See Appendix B for the full regression results.

                                                  

21 Kennedy, pp. 188-89.

22 The descriptive statistics for #PATS / TOTTP are as follows:
Maximum – 1.0000;
75%Quartile – 0.9450;
Median – 0.9084;
25% Quartile – 0.8662;
Minimum – 0.6667; and
Mean – 0.9024.
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TABLE 5:  1 Year Survival Regression Results with Multicollinearity Correction, R2 = 0.31

Variable Estimated β, Γ Standard Error T Statistic

%0-5 1.5180 2.5408 0.5974

%65+  ( * ) - 36.0959 23.9703 - 1.5059

%WHITE  ( ** ) - 6.1006 3.2587 -1.8721

%MALE  ( ** ) 7.5590 3.6410 2.0761

%HOME  ( * ) 10.0261 6.8203 1.4700

%HOSP 9.2313 8.3787 1.1018

%ICUONLS - 1.5409 9.1645 - 0.1681

%PREVTP - 0.5655 4.6683 - 0.1211

AVGCOLDIS  ( ** )  - 0.7752 0.2678 -2.8951

BDTOT - 0.0005 0.0018 - 0.2512

94YTDEST 0.0154 0.0120 1.2819

#PATS/TOTTP 6.3103 9.5618 0.6600

* Significant at 20%

** Significant at 10%

See Appendix B for more detail.

Aside from very small changes in the estimated coefficients, standard errors, and t statistics, the

results of the revised model, are not different from the original model.  For instance, the R2

value, 0.31, is the same in the two models.  Furthermore, %65+, %WHITE, %MALE,

AVGCOLDIS, and %HOME continue to be significant at the same level and have the same

signs assigned to the estimated coefficients.

While the average number of transplants performed annually, 94YTDEST, is not significant, the

t statistic jumps from 0.83 to 1.28, which is just below the 1.29 needed to become significant at

20%.  Along with the positive estimated coefficient, these results suggest that an increase in the

average number of transplants performed annually may have a positive impact
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on survival rates.  This is the only indicator that shows there are some differences among hospitals and therefore warrants further

investigation.

For example, allowing #PATS to be included into the model represented by Eq. 8 (i.e., only excluding TOTTP) creates an interesting

twist on the results of the model.  By allowing some multicollinearity to remain in the model, the t statistic for 94YTDEST is boosted to

1.31, which is significant at 20%, without altering the significance of the other variables.  Thus providing further evidence that hospital

experience is likely to be a positive factor in survival rates, but that additional investigation is needed before relying on the findings.

The new correlation matrix is in Table 6.  Note that the multicollinearity between 94YTDEST, #PATS and TOTTP in the analysis has

been removed.

TABLE 6:  Correlation Matrix with Multicollinearity Correction

% 0-5 % 65+ %WHITE %MALE %Home %Hosp %ICUonLS %PrevTP AvgColdIS bdtot 94YTDest #PATS/TOTTP
 % 0-5 1.00
 % 65+ (0.35) 1.00
 %WHITE (0.16) 0.15 1.00
 %MALE (0.15) 0.04 0.11 1.00
 %Home (0.26) (0.12) 0.09 0.18 1.00
 %Hosp (0.09) 0.14 (0.15) (0.16) (0.67) 1.00
 %ICUonLS 0.21 0.05 (0.09) (0.07) (0.66) 0.12 1.00
 %PrevTP 0.15 (0.03) (0.05) 0.03 (0.24) (0.04) 0.40 1.00
 AvgColdIS 0.09 (0.05) 0.04 0.03 (0.22) 0.06 0.23 0.22 1.00
 bdtot (0.37) 0.32 0.21 (0.01) (0.02) 0.12 (0.02) (0.05) 0.08 1.00
 94YTDest (0.09) 0.50 0.04 (0.11) (0.25) 0.16 0.21 0.10 0.13 0.28 1.00
#PATS/TOTTP (0.32) (0.06) (0.03) 0.02 0.34 0.08 (0.60) (0.48) (0.04) 0.19 (0.19) 1.00
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F TEST RESULTS

The t tests do not support the hypothesis that the hospital-specific characteristics have an

individual impact on the survival rates in either a positive or negative manner.  The hospital-

specific characteristics, however, may have a joint effect on the survival rates.  To test this

potential joint effect, the F test has been used.

To perform a F test, a restricted regression must be run and compared to the unrestricted

regression.  Four restricted regressions for this analysis have been done to fully test the impact

of hospital-specific characteristics.  These regressions represent different combinations of

exclusions of the hospital-specific variables; however, for simplicity only the most restricted

model will be discussed.  The results of the other combinations produced the same results and

can be seen in Table 8.  The F statistic is calculated as:

[(RSSR – RSSU) / ∆ DF] / (RSSU) / (DF – 1) (Eq. 9)

where RSSR is the residual sum of squared errors of the restricted regression; RSSU is the

residual sum of squared errors of the unrestricted regression; ∆ DF is the change in the degrees

of freedom between the restricted and the unrestricted scenario; and DF is the degrees of

freedom of the unrestricted regression.

The variables relating to hospital-specific characteristics are BEDTOT, 94TYDEST, and

#PATS/TOTTP.  Thus the restricted regression excludes these variables, whereas the

unrestricted regression includes these variables.23  In the unrestricted regression, the

coefficients associated with these variables are Γ1, Γ2, and Γ3, respectively.  Therefore, the null

hypothesis for the F test is Ho: Γ1=Γ2=Γ3=0.  If the null hypothesis is rejected, it means that

these variables do show that there are some differences in survival rates due to hospital-specific

characteristics.

The results of the restricted regression, however, showed little change from the unrestricted

regression.  The F statistic for this test is equal to 0.62; however, for the null hypothesis to be

rejected, the F statistic must be greater than the critical value of 2.72 at a 5% significance level.

As a result, the null hypothesis can not be rejected, nor can it be assumed that these hospital-
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specific characteristics have a significant joint impact in determining a hospital’s survival rate.

These results are consistent with the individual t tests in that hospital characteristics appear to

matter less than patient characteristics.  Table 7 below shows the results for all F tests

performed.

TABLE 7:  F Test Results

Null Hypothesis, Ho F estimate Critical Value * Conclusion

Γ1= Γ2 = Γ3= 0 0.62 2.72 Cannot reject Ho

Γ1= Γ2 = 0 0.81 3.11 Cannot reject Ho

Γ1 = Γ3 = 0 0.22 3.11 Cannot reject Ho

Γ2 = Γ3= 0 0.93 3.11 Cannot reject Ho

Note:  Γ1 is for BDTOT, Γ2 is for 94YTDEST, Γ3 is for #PATS/TOTTP

*  Significant at α = 0.05

HETEROSKEDASTICITY TESTING

One assumption with OLS is that there is constant variance of the error terms throughout the

observations.  If this assumption is violated, heteroskedasticity exists and decreases the

efficiency of the model.  If a model is not considered to be efficient, it no longer has minimum

variance among all linear unbiased estimators and the estimates of the standard deviations of

the coefficients and the t tests can no longer fully be trusted.  While there are multiple forms of,

and tests for heteroskedasticity, one of the easiest ways to look for it is by using visual

inspection, or the “Eyeball” test.24  This test plots each observation for a variable against the

fitted error term for that observation.  If the absolute value of the error tends to get

systematically larger or smaller as the size of the dependent variable grows, there is evidence

that some heteroskedasticity is present, and further tests must be performed.  All of the

                                                                                                                                                      

23 The unrestricted regression is equal to the standard regression model discussed earlier.

24 Kennedy, p. 121.
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variables in the model have been examined in this fashion and there does not appear to be any

obvious pattern of heteroskedasticity present in the data.25

Although no further heteroskedasticity testing is required for this analysis, one additional test,

the Goldfeld-Quant (GQ), has been performed to reinforce the findings from above.26  To

perform this test, the observations are sorted in order of magnitude of one of the independent

variables that is thought to be related to the variance of the error terms.  A certain number of

observations are then removed from the middle of the data set, leaving two equal sized sets of

data, one with “low values” of the selected independent variable, and one with “high values” of

the same variable.27  Regressions then are performed for each of the two data sets and the sum

of the squared residuals for the “high” and “low” regressions are added together to give the

unrestricted sum of squared residuals (RSSU).28  The restricted sum of squared residuals

(RSSR) belongs to the full model (Eq. 8).29   With these numbers, an F statistic is then

calculated using the formula from Eq. 9, and the null hypothesis of homoskedasticity is tested.

If the null hypothesis fails to be rejected, then it is concluded that heteroskedasticity is not

present.

The GQ test, in this analysis has been performed several times.  First, by using the variable

94YTDEST to sort on, the number of observations omitted has been changed from 32

observations (“omit one-third”), to 22, to 10.  This has been done because there is no

consensus on the appropriate number of observations to drop.  As seen in Table 8, all three

cases show that the null hypothesis of homoskedasticity cannot be rejected.  Next, two

additional variables, %HOME and BDTOT, have been chosen to be the sorted variable, while

                                                  
25 See Appendix C for the visual inspection graphs.

26 Kennedy, p. 120.

27 Kennedy mentions that the Goldfeld-Quant test is usually performed by omitting the middle third of
the observations.  However, he cites a study by Giles and Saxton (1993), which finds that the “omit
one-third” rule is suitable for small samples around 20 observations, but that for larger sample sizes,
a smaller fraction of the observed variables should be dropped.  (p. 128)

28 The “high” and “low” regressions are considered to be the unrestricted case because they allow
the estimated coefficients to be different in the two parts, i.e., they do not restrict the estimated
coefficients.

29 The full model is considered to be the restricted case because it does not allow the estimated
coefficients to be different.
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leaving the number of omitted observations constant at 10.  Likewise, Table 8 shows that the

null hypothesis cannot be rejected.  Thus it can be concluded that there is no presence of

heteroskedasticity.

TABLE 8:  Goldfeld-Quant Test Results

Sorted
Variable

Observations
Omitted

F estimate Critical Value * Conclusion

94YTDEST 32 0.11 1.98 Fail to reject Ho

94YTDEST 22 0.06 1.84 Fail to reject Ho

94YTDEST 10 0.07 1.74 Fail to reject Ho

% HOME 10 0.13 1.74 Fail to reject Ho

BDTOT 10 0.20 1.74 Fail to reject Ho

Ho: Homoskedasticity

* Significant at α = 0.05

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

To fully understand the potential policy implications of this analysis, we must examine how each

significant variable impacts survival rates.  To do so, we need to calculate the probability of

survival, P(S).  By doing this, we can understand how a change in one variable marginally

affects the probability of survival. Remember from Eq. 3, that the survival rate equation is P(S) =

eXβ + YΓ / (1+ eXβ + YΓ).  To simplify, let g(Z) = eXβ + YΓ = eZΦ  and h(Z) = (1+ eXβ + YΓ) = 1 + eZΦ

then, P(S) = g(Z)/h(Z) (Eq. 10)

Eq. 10 has been evaluated at the average values of each variable and then increasing and

decreasing the value of the variable of interest, Zn by 1% to find the marginal change. As seen

in Table 5, the estimated coefficients for %65+, %WHITE, and AVGCOLDIS are negative,

meaning that an increase in that variable hurts survival rates.  Conversely, the estimated

coefficients for %MALE and %HOME are positive.  Table 9 below, shows the impact on

estimated survival rates from both a 1% increase and a 1% decrease, from each of the five

significant variables.
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TABLE 9:  Impact on Probability of Survival, P(S), from a 1% Change in Zn

Variable, Zn Value of Zn % Change in Zn P(S) % Change in P(S)

%65+ 2.06% - 1% 69.7% + 0.1%

2.08% 0% 69.6% --------

2.10% + 1% 69.6% - 0.1%

%WHITE 75.4% - 1% 70.1% + 0.6%

76.1% 0% 69.6% --------

76.9% + 1% 69.2% - 0.6%

%MALE 55.8% - 1% 69.2% - 0.6%

56.4% 0% 69.6% --------

56.9% + 1% 70.0% + 0.6%

%HOME 57.5% - 1% 69.1% - 0.8%

58.1% 0% 69.6% --------

58.7% + 1% 70.2% + 0.8%

AVGCOLDIS (in hours) 10.340 - 1% 70.4% 1.1%

10.445 0% 69.6% --------

10.549 + 1% 68.9% -1.1%

The policy implications of the results in Table 9 are quite interesting.  For example, we can see

that changing the variable %65+, holding all else constant, has very little impact on the

probability of survival at a given hospital.  For example, the elasticity of survival for %65+ is

-0.1.30  In fact, the percentage of patients 65 or older must drop by 15 percent to have a 1

percentage point increase on survival rates!  By showing hospitals that changes in the

percentage of patients 65 or older have a miniscule impact on a hospital’s probability of survival,

a hospital’s doctors and management can feel that they are not being penalized for having an
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older population of patients.  Additionally, an incentive for hospitals to discriminate by age, when

listing patients, should be reduced through these findings.

Table 9 also shows that the variables %WHITE and %MALE impact survival rates for a given

hospital with approximately the same magnitude, but in the opposite direction.  The elasticity, of

survival for %WHITE is – 0.6, whereas the elasticity of %MALE is + 0.6.  To clarify, a 1 percent

increase in %WHITE, holding all else constant, decreases the probability of survival by 0.6

percent, or 0.4 percentage points.  However, a 1 percent increase in %MALE, holding all else

constant, increases the probability of survival by 0.6 percent.  By looking at the estimated

coefficients for each variable, these findings should not be shocking.  The estimated coefficient

for %WHITE is negative, which corresponds with a decrease in survival rates as %WHITE

increases, whereas for %MALE, the estimated coefficient is positive, which corresponds with an

increase in the probability of survival as the variable increases.

Changes to the variable %HOME affect survival rates in the same direction as changes to

%MALE do; however, the probability of survival is slightly more sensitive to changes in %HOME

than it is with %MALE.  The elasticity of survival for the percentage of patients who were at

home immediately prior to transplant is + 0.8.  Since an increase in %HOME increases the

probability of survival slightly, hospitals have an incentive to try to maintain pre-operative patient

care as best as possible while the patient is waiting for a transplant.  Furthermore, because

current policies regarding the allocation of organs currently provide organs to the sickest

patients first, it is vital for hospitals to be sure that the organs are not wasted on patients who

are unlikely to survive the transplant at the expense of relatively healthier patients who then

must continue to wait.  As the waiting time increases, the probability that the home-living

patients will become sicker and no longer live at home increases as well.

Survival rates are the most sensitive to the variable AVGCOLDIS.  The elasticity of survival with

respect to transportation time of the organ is – 1.1.  This has a significant impact on survival

rates as the transportation time increases.  For example, a one hour increase in transportation

time decreases the survival rate by 9.4 percentage points!  What these findings suggest is that a

nationalized system, as opposed to a localized system, for allocating organs will hurt transplant

                                                                                                                                                      

30 The elasticity of survival is calculated by dividing the percentage change in the probability of
survival by the percentage change in Zn, or (% Change in P(S) ) / (% Change in Zn) from Table 9.
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patients by increasing transportation time of the organ and significantly decreasing the

probability of survival.  Therefore allocating organs locally and regionally provides a more

optimal solution because transportation times are most likely to be minimized.

See Appendix D for a detailed graph of the five variables investigated.  This graph shows the

sensitivity of the probability of survival to incremental changes for each variable, holding all else

constant, by changing each variable independently in 1 percent increments, from negative 15

percent to positive 15 percent.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS:

In summary, none of the hospital specific variables have a significant impact on the probability

of survival for patients receiving liver transplants. However, there is sufficient evidence to

conclude that hospital experience variables (#PATS, TOTTP, and 94YTDEST) have the

potential to positively affect survival rates and to warrant additional investigation.  Thus while it

cannot be said that the hospital transplant center chosen by a patient has an affect on short-

term survival rates, or ∂P(S) / ∂X ≠ 0, the possibility cannot be dismissed.

The single most important variable is AVGCOLDIS, which measures the transportation time of

the organ from the donor to the recipient.  As the transportation time increases, the probability of

survival decreases significantly. As stated earlier, this has interesting policy implications

regarding nationalizing the transplant list, which could lead to more patients and organs flying

around the country.  The findings in this analysis show that this is not the most optimal means to

distribute the organs, since the hospitals’ survival rates for patients who receive livers with large

cold ischemic times are lower.  While this variable is not a pure hospital characteristic, we have

shown that hospitals with lower average cold ischemic times can offer patients higher

probabilities of survival.  Therefore, patients who live in densely populated areas and register

with hospitals located nearby may have an advantage over those who do not.  Unfortunately,

much is still unexplained and captured in the error term in this study.

To improve this model, it would be helpful if more hospital specific data could be included.  Such

data might include the size of the nursing staff in the transplant center, or the years of

experience by the surgeons at the center.  It also would be interesting to see if some measure

could be included to account for patient education programs.  This type of variable could be

important, because if patients are not properly educated about taking their medications and

taking proper care of themselves post-transplant, the survival rates for the hospital could

decrease.

This analysis uses patient data (age, gender, race, health, etc.) that is aggregated on a hospital

level; however, it would have been helpful to have had patient level data.  With patient level

data, more specific testing could have been performed to see how specific types of people

affect survival rates (e.g., white men age 65 or older, or non-white children, etc.).  Additionally,

more specific information about the cold ischemic times would have been helpful in determining

the average cold ischemic time directly, rather than having to use a weighted average.  Finally,
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it would have been helpful to have information about the tissue matching between donors and

recipients, and information about the types of liver diseases that affected the patients.

Further analysis can be done to see if the same results occur for other types of organ

transplants, especially if one were able to include organ-specific matching criteria in the

analysis.  Such analysis may prove useful in creating organ allocation policies in the future.
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